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ABSTRACT

Multiphase Richtmyer–Meshkov instability (RMI) widely exists in nature and engineering applications, such as in supernova explosions,
inertial confinement fusion, particle imaging velocimetry measurements, and supersonic combustion. Few studies on the effects of heat
transfer on the mix zone width have been conducted, and those that do exist are limited to dilute gas–particle flow. To address this research
gap, the effects of dense particle heat transfer in a multiphase RMI flow were investigated in this study, and a dimensionless variable that
integrates the particle volume fraction and particle parameters was derived for the first time. The results indicate that the effects of dense
particle heat transfer cannot be neglected because the volume fraction increases by over three orders of magnitude compared to those in
previous studies. Subsequently, numerical studies using the improved compressible multiphase particle-in-cell method were conducted to
investigate the effects of heat transfer on the mix zone width. A detailed wave system structure and quantitative budget analyses were
performed to investigate the inherent flow characteristics. The heat transfer effect was found to influence the fluid velocity by changing the
fluid pressure gradient, thereby reducing the velocity and growth rate of the mix zone. With a Mach number of 2 and a 10% particle volume
fraction, the heat transfer reduced the mix zone width by approximately 22%. In addition, simulations with different particle volume
fractions and temperature self-similarity demonstrated the correctness and validity of the dimensionless heat transfer time, which is benefi-
cial for predicting the effects of dense particle heat transfer.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0149563

I. INTRODUCTION

Richtmyer–Meshkov instability (RMI) is an instability phenome-
non caused by shock waves passing through the interface between two
different fluids.1 In the initial stage of instability development, slight
disturbances increase with time; then, “bubble” and “spike” structures
occur.2 The bubble is defined as the region where the lighter fluid pen-
etrates into the heavier fluid, and similarly, the spike is the region
where the heavier fluid penetrates into the lighter fluid. The distance
between the outer edge of the bubble and the outer edge of the spike is
called the mix zone width, which is the main interest in RMI research.

RMI widely exists in nature and engineering applications,3–7 such
as in supernova (SN) explosions,8 inertial confinement fusion (ICF),9

particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) measurement,10 and supersonic
combustion.11–13 These RMI phenomena are often accompanied by
the distribution of particle phases, which is not considered in tradi-
tional single-phase RMI. Multiphase RMI is closer to the actual situa-
tion than single-phase RMI, and its study is more meaningful. In an
SN explosion, the shock wave generated by the outward projection of
matter passes through the interface between materials of different den-
sities, which induces RMI and then affects the life evolution of the
star.8 In ICF, the RMI triggers turbulent mixing between the fuel and
ablative layer in the capsule, which can further affect the compression
and formation of the central hot spot.9 In RMI experiments, the PIV
measurement uses the particles as passive tracer particles in the gas
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phase, and the tracer effect is related to the ability of the particles to
track the flow.10 In supersonic combustion, the shock wave interacts
with the interface of the fuel and oxidant to accelerate the mixing of the
fuel and oxidant, which is beneficial for the combustion process.11,12,14

Multiphase RMI refers to the instability caused by the instanta-
neous acceleration of the interface of two particle-containing fluids of
different densities caused by the passage of a shock wave. Unlike shock-
driven granular instability, which focuses on particle dynamics, our study
of multiphase RMI focuses on the mixing of gases. The mix zone width
growth rate represents turbulent mixing between two different fluids.
The theoretical and experimental research on pure gas-phase RMI has
been relatively complete;15–17 therefore, this paper will not elaborate
much on this topic. Instead, the literature survey herein mainly focuses
on research on the multiphase RMI theory and numerical simulation.

Research on multiphase RMI can be divided into two main cate-
gories. Studies in the first category involve modeling of the mix zone,
and those in the second category explore the parameters affecting the
mix zone width. Both research areas focus on the variation of the mix
zone width. The research on mix zone modeling aims to provide an
analytical expression of its growth rate, where the key variables are the
particle volume fraction ap and Stokes number St. ap is used to deter-
mine whether the gas–particle flow is dilute gas–particle flow (0 < ap
< 0.01), dense gas–particle flow (0.01 < ap < ap;packed), or granular
flow (ap > ap;packed), as proposed by Zhang et al.18 St is defined as the
ratio of the response time of the particles to the characteristic time of
the flow. For the multiphase RMI of dilute gas–particle flow, as early
as 1961, Saffman provided an equation for the motion of gas carrying
small dust particles.19 In 2010, Ukai followed the method of Saffman
to deduce the linear growth rate of RMI with small St and gave the
multiphase Atwood number to measure the density gradient at the
interface.2 In 2019, the conclusions obtained for dilute gas–particle
flow were extended to dense flow, large St, and the nonlinear stage,
which strengthened the influence of the particle phase.20–22 The multi-
phase RMI problem has a large parameter space, which demonstrates
the complexity and diversity of this problem. In recent years, the rapid
development of computational fluid dynamics has been inseparable
from the realization of a more precise simulation of multiphase RMI.
In addition to modeling to verify the results of the above theoretical
studies, many targeted computational simulation studies have been
performed. McFarland et al. focused on the effects of the gas–particle
coupling, incident shock intensity, particle size, effective density differ-
ence, and particle relaxation time on multiphase RMI, emphasizing
the importance of multiple coupling.23 In addition, the re-shock pro-
cess,24,25 evaporation and breakup effects,26,27 scale effect, electric field
force,28 and interaction force29 in the multiphase RMI problem have
been explored to varying degrees. Thus, the problem of multiphase
RMI is complex and involves many physical phenomena.

Although the existing studies have explored the effects of many
physical phenomena, the effect of interphase heat transfer is often
neglected in dilute gas–particle flows.24,30 The focus of the few articles
that mention heat transfer effects can be divided into two categories.
One is the difference between whether heat transfer is considered and
the other is the comprehensive influence of heat transfer and evapora-
tion on the mix zone.23,26,27 Regarding heat transfer, little relevant
research has been conducted, and this topic only appears in the work
of McFarland et al.23 These scholars conducted a numerical simulation
analysis of the energy coupling caused by dilute particle heat transfer

in a multiphase RMI problem. They pointed out that even for small
particles with volume fractions of 0.014%–0.036%, the multiphase
coupling effect is very important. Owing to the consideration of the
heat transfer between the gas and particles, the particles have a cooling
effect on the gas. These coupling effects can cause large deviations in
the fluid temperature from the approximation obtained by the dusty
gas model, particularly by up to 20% at higher shock strengths.
Furthermore, two-way energy coupling increases the density of the
carrier gas through the particle cooling effect, driving greater vorticity
deposition. Through this approach, even small particles can generate
additional circulation dissipation later. Moreover, heat transfer and
evaporation are often considered together in multiphase RMI prob-
lems to explore their contributions to mix zone growth. Goossens
et al. proposed a model of droplet evaporation caused by a shock wave
propagating in fog.27 The model was based on the existence of a quasi-
steady wet-bulb state of the droplet during evaporation. The authors
showed that for moderate impact strengths and droplet radii in the
range of 1–5lm, the major part of the evaporation process is governed
by the balance between heat conduction and vapor diffusion. They fur-
ther obtained an implicit analytical expression for the droplet evapora-
tion time. Duke-Walker et al. also used the interphase heat transfer
term in their study on evaporation and breakup.26 Their research
showed that large-scale hydrodynamic instability enhanced evaporation
and droplet breakup significantly increased the strength of the instability
and rate of droplet evaporation. Because few studies related to heat
transfer in multiphase RMI exist, the above research is particularly
important. These investigations have contributed to the exploration of
heat transfer effects; however, some deficiencies remain. First, these
studies have been based on dilute gas–particle flow, which is the main
reason that the heat transfer effect has not been obvious in the previous
studies. Second, the heat transfer effect has often been discussed together
with the evaporation effect, preventing the independent influence and
mechanism of heat transfer from being accurately analyzed.

To help fill the gaps in the existing research, the purposes of this
study were to explore the influence of dense phase heat transfer on the
fluid mix zone in the multiphase RMI problem and to determine the
mechanism of the heat transfer effect, using a combination of theoreti-
cal analysis and numerical simulations. The compressible multiphase
particle-in-cell (CMP-PIC) model31,32 was improved by integrating the
heat transfer model. This method can simulate all pattern flows from
dilute to dense and granular flows, is more suitable for multiphase RMI
simulations than previous approaches, and can provide more accurate
flow details and particle properties. The remainder of this paper is orga-
nized as follows: Sec. II introduces the governing equations of the parti-
cle and gas phases under the Eulerian–Lagrangian framework. Based
on this model, a heat transfer model and related coupling algorithms
were added to simulate the interphase heat transfer effect in gas–parti-
cle flow. Section III provides a dimensionless number considering the
particle volume fraction, obtained by deriving the fluid energy equation
under the Lagrangian framework, to describe the effects of particle heat
transfer on the fluid quantitatively. Section IV introduces the computa-
tional domain and the parameter settings of the simulation. Based on
the numerical results, it illustrates the evolution of the location and
width of the mix zone and describes the changes in various physical
quantities in the process through wave system analysis. Section V dis-
cusses the influence chain of the heat transfer causing the velocity
change in the mix zone through budget analysis and reveals the
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mechanism of the heat transfer effect according to the momentum and
energy equations. Section VI describes the use of numerical simulations
to demonstrate the correctness and validity of the dimensionless relaxa-
tion time for heat transfer, considering several cases constructed to
investigate the effects of the particle volume fraction and temperature
self-similarity. Finally, the conclusions drawn from this study are pre-
sented in Sec. VII.

II. CMP-PIC MODEL AND IMPROVEMENT

This section presents the governing equations for the particle and
gas phases based on the Eulerian–Lagrangian framework. The original
CMP-PIC model ignores the effect of interphase heat transfer. In this
study, the original model was improved to simulate the interphase
heat transfer effect in the particle flow. Particles or parcels were
tracked in the Lagrangian framework (in this study, the parcels were
the same as the particles), and the gas equations were discretized in
the Eulerian framework. The coupling algorithm required by the heat
transfer module is then presented.

A. Particle equations

The particles were tracked in the Lagrangian coordinate system,
which conforms to the dynamic properties of the particles themselves
and makes the transitions of the particle phase properties natural
under different volume fractions. Particles with similar properties were
packaged, and the calculation was performed on coarse parcels to
reduce the amount of calculation. The original CMP-PIC method
includes the following particle position and momentum equations:

dxp;i
dt

¼ vp;i; (1)

qp;i
dvp;i
dt

¼ jp;i
Vp;i

uf � vp;ið Þ � $Pf � qp;iAp;i; (2)

Ap;i ¼ 1
mp;i

X
j

Fij; (3)

where the subscript p corresponds to the particle phase, the subscript f
corresponds to the gas phase, the subscript i is the parcel index, xp;i is
the position vector of parcel i, vp;i is the velocity vector of parcel i, qp;i
is the phase density of parcel i, Vp;i is the volume of parcel i, jp;i is the
resistance coefficient between parcel i and the gas, u f is the average
gas phase velocity vector in the cell, Pf is the gas phase pressure, Ap;i

represents the collision term, andmp;i is the mass of parcel i.
For similar RMI problems, three force models exist in the particle

momentum equation as source terms, namely, the drag force, pressure
gradient force, and collision force models, which have been introduced
in previous studies.20 For comparison with the theoretical formula, the
drag model that we adopted was the Stokes drag law, which was also
assumed in previous research.2,20,21 The expression for j is
jp ¼ 6prplf , where rp is the radius of the particle and lf is the gasdy-
namic viscosity. The collision force can be obtained using the discrete
element method,33 as shown in Eq. (3), where Fij is the collision force
between parcels i and j, which is equivalent to the effects of the spring-
dashpot.

Before discussing the energy equation of the particles, we provide
some basic assumptions. We typically assume that the temperature of
a particle packet is uniform and equal to the temperature of the

individual physical particles within it. Heat conduction inside individ-
ual particles is much faster than particle–fluid conduction.34,35 In addi-
tion, the Biot number Bi is usually introduced in the literature to
quantify the heat conduction inside the particle and that between the
particle and fluid36 and is defined as

Bi ¼ Hrp
kp

; (4)

where H is the heat transfer coefficient, rp is the radius of the particle,
and kp is the thermal conductivity of the particle. If the Biot number is
much smaller than one, the heat conduction process inside the particle
can be ignored, and the heat conduction process is considered to be
completed instantaneously. In the usual simulation example, the heat
transfer coefficient is approximately 0.1–1 mW/(m2K), the particle
radius is approximately 0.01–0.1mm, the particle thermal conductivity
is approximately 0.1–1W/(mK), and the Biot number is approxi-
mately 10�6–10�9, proving that the isothermal assumption is
reasonable.

To explore the influence of the heat transfer effect, we added an
interphase heat transfer model based on the original CMP-PIC model.
In the particle energy equation, the energy source term mainly consists
of the heat conduction between the particles and the gas. Because the
particle collision time was extremely short, we ignored the heat con-
duction between the particles. In addition, we ignored the thermal
radiation. Based on the particle equations presented by Crowe et al.,37

we obtained the energy equation of the particles as follows:

mp;iCpar;i
dTp;i

dt
¼ mp;i

Mp;i
H T f � Tp;i

� �
; (5)

H ¼ Nupdp;ikf ; (6)

Nu ¼ 2þ 0:6Re1=2r Pr1=3; (7)

Rer ¼
qf dpju f � vpj

lf
; (8)

Pr ¼ lf Cpf
kf

; (9)

where Cpar;i is the specific heat capacity of parcel i, Tp;i is the tempera-
ture of parcel i,Mp;i is the mass of a single particle in parcel i, H is the
heat transfer coefficient between parcel i and the gas, and T f is the
average gas-phase temperature in the cell.

The heat transfer between the particles and the gas is propor-
tional to the temperature difference between the particles and the gas.
The heat transfer coefficient is given by Eq. (5),37 where Nu is the
Nusselt number, dp is the physical diameter of a single particle, and kf
is the thermal conductivity of the gas phase. The thermal conductivity
changes with the incoming flow state. The forced convection effect of
Ranz–Marshall yields the thermal conductivity equation in Eq. (6),
which is related to the relative Reynolds number and Prandtl number
of the flow,38 whose expressions are given in Eqs. (7) and (8),
respectively.

B. Gas phase equations

The gas phase equations were built on the Eulerian frame using a
five-equation model of compressible flow, which includes the mass
equation, momentum equation, energy equation, gas interface capture
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equation, and gas–liquid fraction relationship. Viscous effects and
gravity were ignored. Compared with the original CMP-PIC control
equations, the energy coupling due to the interphase heat transfer
appears as a source term on the right-hand side of the energy equation.
The detailed forms of the equations are as follows:

@U
@t

þ @F
@x

þ @G
@y

¼ D; (10)

U ¼

af qf
af qf ufx
af qf ufy
af qf Ef

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA; (10a)

F ¼

af qf ufx
af qf ufxufx þ af Pf

af qf ufyufx
af qf Ef ufx þ af Pf ufx

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA; (10b)

G ¼

af qf ufy
af qf ufxufy

af qf ufyufy þ af Pf
af qf Ef ufy þ af Pf ufy

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA; (10c)

D¼

0

�Pf
@ap
@x

� 1
Vcell

X
i

jp;i ufx�vpx;ið Þ� �
�Pf

@ap
@y

� 1
Vcell

X
i

jp;i ufy�vpy;ið Þ� �
� Pf

@ap
@x

vpx;iþPf
@ap
@y

vpy;i

� �
� 1
Vcell

X
i

vp;iFi� 1
Vcell

X
i

Qi

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCA
;

(10d)

F i ¼ jp;i uf � vp;ið Þ; (11)

Qi ¼
mp;i

Mp;i
H T f � Tp;i

� �
; (12)

@b1
@t

þ ufx
@b1
@x

þ ufy
@b1
@y

¼ 0; (13)

af þ ap ¼ 1; (14)

where af represents the volume fraction of the gas phase (including
gases 1 and 2); qf represents the phase density of the gas phase; ufx
and ufy are the velocities of the gas phase in the x- and y-directions,
respectively; Ef is the total energy of the gas phase; Pf represents the
pressure of the gas phase; ap represents the volume fraction of par-
ticles; Vcell is the volume of the Eulerian cell; ufx and ufy are the aver-
age velocities of the gas phase at the particle position in the x- and y-
directions, respectively; vpx;i and vpy;i are the velocities of the parcel in
the x- and y-directions, respectively; Fi is the drag force vector
between parcel i and the gas phase; Qi is the heat conduction between
parcel i and the gas phase; and b1 is the volume fraction of gas 1 in the
whole gas phase.

The right-hand side of the gas momentum equation represents
the momentum source term of the particles. It involves the nozzling
and drag force terms, which were introduced in a previous study.20

The right-hand side of the gas energy equation represents the energy
source terms, which are the nozzling work, drag work, and heat con-
duction terms, as given in Eqs. (11) and (12). In addition, Eq. (13) is a
gas interface capture equation used to capture the interface between
two immiscible gases. It is especially important in problems involving
material interfaces, such as RMI. The sum of the volume fractions of
the gas and particle phases should be equal to 1, as shown in Eq. (14).
The numerical simulations in this study were based on the governing
equations above.

C. CMP-PIC and heat transfer algorithm

For our multiphase flow model, we implemented a simulation
method based on the CMP-PIC approach. For the gas phase, the
third-order Runge–Kutta method was applied for the time integration.
The total variation diminishing39 scheme was used to reconstruct the
primary flow variables. A Riemann solver proposed by Harten et al.40

was applied to obtain the intercell fluxes. For the particle phases, par-
ticles with similar physical properties were packed into a parcel. The
collisions between the parcels were calculated using the soft sphere
model. This calculation method can facilitate the calculation of cou-
pling items and significantly reduce the amount of calculation required
in large particle cloud simulations.

To calculate the heat transfer terms, heat was exchanged between
the particles and gases through source terms, using the specific method
shown in Fig. 1. We interpolated the gas-phase physical quantities
(such as af ;qf ; uf ; andTf ) on the grid at the Lagrangian points where
the parcels are located by weight functions, calculated the interphase
heat transfer at these positions, and then reassigned these coupling
terms to the cell around the parcels by weight functions. Thus, heat
was transferred from one system to another, providing two-way cou-
pling between the particles and the gas.

For the verification that the original CMP-PIC method is suitable
for large St and dense flow conditions, refer to the previous litera-
ture.20,21,31,41 To verify the correctness, validity, and grid independence
of the new model with added heat transfer, we verified its calculation
results. The verification results are presented in the Appendixes.
Appendix A contains the verification of a simple case of the heat trans-
fer module and the comparison with theoretical solutions, and
Appendix B contains the verification of grid independence.

III. HEAT TRANSFER RELAXATION TIME IN DENSE
PARTICLE–GAS FLOW

The influence of heat transfer is mainly reflected in the energy
equation of the fluid, which is also the main factor affecting the veloc-
ity in the mix zone; therefore, the energy equation must be analyzed in
detail. We explored the difference in fluid temperature between dense

FIG. 1. Flowchart of coupled heat transfer between gas and particles.
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and dilute flows through a theoretical analysis. Combined with the
energy equation, we derived a dimensionless number considering
the volume fraction to describe the effect of particle heat transfer on
the fluid quantitatively.

To track the temperature change of a specific fluid microelement,
the energy equation must be converted from the Eulerian frame into
the Lagrangian frame. We assumed that the particles were evenly dis-
tributed and that parameters such as the particle density, diameter,
and shape were the same. Then, we derived the energy equation of the
gas phase in the x-direction under the Lagrangian framework as

af qf Cv
DTf

Dt
¼ �Pf

@af ufx
@x

þ @apvp;x
@x

� �
� ap
Vp

j ufx � vpxð Þ2

� ap
Vp

H Tf � Tpð Þ: (15)

The left-hand side of the energy equation is the time derivative
term of the fluid temperature in the control volume, and the right-
hand side consists of the nozzling, drag work, and heat transfer terms.
The heat transfer term reduces the temperature of the gas phase.
According to the gas state equation, we can further infer that the gas
phase pressure will decrease accordingly, which is also the basic pre-
mise of the heat transfer mechanism.

In the energy equation under the Lagrangian framework, we
defined the ratio of the heat transfer and nozzle terms as aheat&nozzling
and the ratio of the heat transfer and drag work terms as aheat&drag .
Considering large St, the particle velocity is always zero and the parti-
cle volume fraction remains constant throughout the process.
Therefore, these ratios can be expressed as

aheat&nozzling ¼
ap
Vp
H Tf � Tpð Þ

Pf
@af ufx
@x

þ @apvp;x
@x

� � ¼ apH Tf � Tpð Þ
af VpPf

@ufx
@x

; (16)

aheat&drag ¼
ap
Vp
H Tf � Tpð Þ

ap
Vp
j ufx � vpxð Þ2

¼ NuPr�1 Cp Tf � Tpð Þ
3 ufx � vpxð Þ2

: (17)

For the usual example of dense gas–particle flow with large St,
aheat&nozzling and aheat&drag are approximately 1–103, which means that
aheat&nozzling � 1 and aheat&drag � 1 are constant. This relationship is
due to the tiny particle radius, velocity gradient, and drag coefficient,
which were also verified in the subsequent numerical simulations.
Ignoring the nozzle and drag work terms, Eq. (15) can be simplified to

af qf Cv
DTf

Dt
� � ap

Vp
H Tf � Tpð Þ: (18)

Owing to the high specific heat capacity of the particles, their
temperature remains constant throughout the process; that is,
Tp ¼ Tp0. Let t0 be the time after the shock wave passes through the
interface. When the shock wave passes through the interface (t0 ¼ 0),
the gas-phase temperature is the post-shock wave temperature, Tshock.
Integrating Eq. (18) yields

Tf ¼ Tshock � Tp0ð Þe�
apH

af qf CvVp
t0 þ Tp0: (19)

Thus, we obtained the relaxation time for heat transfer,

tT ¼ af qf CvVp

apH
. Physically, after the temperature relaxation time tT , the

temperature difference between the fluid and particles decreases to e�1

of the original value. Taking the impact propagation time in fluid kine-
matics as the characteristic time, tc ¼ Lx

Ushock
, where Lx is the length in

the flow direction, the dimensionless heat transfer relaxation time is

sT ¼ tT
tc

¼ af
ap

qf CvVpUshock

LxH
: (20)

We can use the dimensionless number of heat transfer relaxation
times as the basis for judging the influence of the heat transfer effect in
multiphase RMI. When sT � 1, the heat transfer relaxation time is
much longer than the flow time, and the heat transfer can be ignored.
When sT � 1, the heat transfer relaxation time is close to the flow
time, and the heat transfer effect needs to be considered in detail.
Finally, when sT � 1, the heat transfer relaxation time is much
shorter than the flow time, which means that the heat balance is com-
pleted quickly after contacting the particles, and the calculation is
based on the physical quantity after heat balance.

From the dimensionless relaxation time of heat transfer, we
know that the smaller the volume fraction of particles, the longer the
relaxation time. Similarly, the larger the volume fraction of particles,
the shorter the relaxation time. Obviously, for the dilute gas–particle
flows considered in previous studies, ap ! 0; then, sT ! 1. For
example, when ap ¼ 0:01%, as is often the case in dilute gas–particle
flow,23,26 tT is approximately 6.8 s, tc is approximately 0.3ms, and sT
is approximately 2:3� 104, which means that the temperature relaxa-
tion time is much longer than the time required for shock wave move-
ment, so the effect of heat transfer is very small and can be ignored.
This characteristic also explains why previous scholars believed that
the heat transfer effect does not have a significant effect on the devel-
opment of instability. However, when the volume fraction of the par-
ticles is sufficiently large, significant heat transfer occurs within the
characteristic time of the flow. For example, when ap ¼ 10%, tT is
approximately 0.6ms, tc is approximately 0.3ms, and sT is approxi-
mately 2. Therefore, we cannot continue to assume that the effect of
heat transfer is negligible. For dense gas–particle flow or even granular
flow, the heat transfer effect needs to be considered seriously.

The heat transfer relaxation time is the time required for the tem-
perature of the fluid to decrease to a certain degree. This dimensionless
number characterizes the heat transfer effect. In other words, for two
cases with the same dimensionless heat transfer relaxation time, the
temperature changes also have a certain similarity. We call it the “tem-
perature self-similarity,” which is convenient for the prediction of
related calculation cases later.

IV. MIX ZONE GROWTH SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

From the above analysis, we know that when discussing dense
gas–particle flow, the effect of heat transfer is significant. This section
presents concrete examples to describe the effects of heat transfer on
the development of the mix zone. First, basic information such as the
computational domain and parameter settings in the simulation is
introduced. Then, based on the numerical results, we illustrate the evo-
lution of the location and width of the mix zone and describe the phys-
ical changes that occur in the process through wave system analysis.
We also explained the influences and reasons of heat transfer on vor-
ticity generation.
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A. Simulation domain and initial conditions

Interface multiphase RMI was analyzed in two-dimensional sin-
gle-mode air=SF6, where the particles were uniformly distributed; this
situation has often been employed in other studies as well.2,20,24 The
computational domain used in this study is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The length in the flow direction is Lx ¼ 80mm, and the length in
the transverse direction is Ly ¼ 10mm. Ls is the location of the shock
wave at the initial moment, Li is the location of the air/SF6 interface at
the initial moment, a0 is the amplitude of the interface at the initial
moment, k is the wavelength of the interface at the initial moment, P0
is the pressure of the unshocked fluid at the initial moment, T0 is the
temperature of the unshocked fluid at the initial moment, Ma is the
shock Mach number of the moving shock, Lp is the location of the uni-
form particle distribution at the initial moment, and ap0 is the particle
volume fraction at the initial moment. The values of these physical
quantities are listed in Table I.

The interface perturbation mode is given by Eq. (21). The initial
perturbation amplitude a0 ¼ 0:5mm, and the perturbation wave-
length k ¼ 10mm. The volume fraction of air, b1, was smoothed
around the interface using an error function, as was also done in
another study.42 In the subsequent calculations, the selected b1 ¼ 50%
position was considered as the interface position between the air and
SF6. The left boundary was set as the inlet, the right boundary was set
as the outlet, and the upper and lower sides of the computational
domain were set as the periodic boundaries for the gas and particles

a yð Þ ¼ a0cos
2p
k
y

� �
: (21)

As mentioned above, the Stokes number of particles is one of the
key parameters in multiphase RMI research and can characterize the
performance of particles, as shown in Eq. (22). sp is the relaxation
time for the particles to be accelerated by drag. For RMI, we chose sp
to be the ratio of the particle mass to the drag coefficient j, as shown
in Eq. (23). sf is the characteristic time of gas-phase flow. For RMI, we

chose sf to be the ratio of the disturbance amplitude a to the post-
impact interface velocity Ushock, as shown in Eq. (24). In this study, we
designed a calculation case with large St to research the problem. Here,
the response time of the particle is approximately 0.26 s, the character-
istic time of the flow is approximately 10�6 s, and the Stokes number
is approximately 260 000, so the particle remains stationary during the
entire process

St ¼ sp
sf
; (22)

sp ¼
qpVp

6prpl
; (23)

sf ¼ a
Ushock

: (24)

B. Comparison of mix zone growth

We first considered two sets of cases: the RMI case with heat
transfer and the RMI case without heat transfer, which are referred to
hereafter as “heat transfer system” and “non-heat transfer system,”
respectively. Within a given calculation time (0.2ms), the change dia-
gram of the volume fraction of air in the gas phase in the non-heat
transfer system is as shown in Fig. 3. The interface in the figure repre-
sents the interface between the air and SF6. The part where air intrudes
into SF6 is called a bubble, and the part where SF6 intrudes into air is
called a spike. The distance between the bubble and spike is the width
of the mix zone. Figure 3(a) depicts the mix zone at the initial
moment, and Fig. 3(b) shows the mix zone at 60 ls. The interface
moves downstream, and the cosine mode remains, but the disturbance
amplitude increases. Figure 3(c) illustrates the mix zone at 120 ls,
where the interface moves further downstream, the overall pattern is
no longer cosine, more obvious peaks and bubbles appear, and the
width of the mix zone increases further. Finally, Fig. 3(d) depicts the
mix zone at 180 ls, where the interface leaves the computational
domain, the bubbles gradually become flat, and a more obvious vortex
structure appears in the spike area.

We compared the interface position and shape of the heat trans-
fer system and non-heat transfer system at 180 ls, as shown in Fig. 4.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) correspond to the non-heat transfer system and
heat transfer system, respectively. The x-coordinate of the interface in
the heat transfer system is smaller than that in the non-heat transfer
system, indicating that the mix zone moves more slowly in the former
case. The mix zone width in the heat transfer system is also shorter
than that in the non-heat transfer system.

The evolutions of the spike and bubble boundaries in the mix
zone over time are shown in Fig. 5, in which Lspike and Lbubble are the
locations of the spike and bubble boundaries, respectively. The physi-
cal quantities with and without the subscript “heat” in the figure corre-
spond to the heat transfer system and non-heat transfer system cases,
respectively. These subscript rules also apply to the subsequent figures.
Under the given conditions, both the spike and bubble boundaries of
the mix zone increase with time. Compared with the non-heat transfer
system, the start and end positions of the mix zone in the heat transfer
system are reduced, and the gap between the two gradually increases
with time. The distance between the start and end positions is the
width of the mix zone, as shown in Fig. 6. The mix zone width in both

FIG. 2. Visualized computational domain. The small circles in the domains of
unshocked air and SF6 represent the uniformly distributed particle cloud.

TABLE I. Computational domain parameters.

Ls (mm) Li (mm) a0 (mm) k (mm) P0 (kPa) T0 (K)

9 15 0.5 10 101 298
Ma Lp (mm) ap0 qp (kg=m

3) dp (mm) Cpar (J/kgK)
2.0 >10 10% 7800 0.1 4200
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systems exhibits linear and nonlinear phases and generally shows an
exponentially decreasing trend, which is consistent with the conclu-
sions of previous research on large-St RMI.21 Compared with the non-
heat transfer system, the mix zone width in the heat transfer system is
reduced by approximately 22%, the growth rate is slower, and the non-
linear stage occurs slightly earlier.

For general multiphase RMI problems, the width of the mix zone
is primarily affected by the initial amplitude aþ0 , Atwood number Atþ,
Stokes number St, and mixing interface velocity U :2,21 However,
because the mixing interface is relatively close upstream, the shock

wave passes through the mix zone at a very early stage (approximately
0.01ms). At this time, the influence of the heat transfer is not obvious,
and the physical quantities (aþ0 ; q; Ushock) after the wave of the heat
transfer system are not significantly different from those of the non-
heat transfer system. However, the interphase heat transfer affects the
fluid and particles behind the shock wave for a long time, and the
influence on the mix zone is mainly caused by the changing fluid
velocity in the mix zone.

C. Comparison of wave system structure analysis

To analyze the entire process in more detail, the distribution
changes of various physical quantities in heat transfer and non-heat

FIG. 3. Mix zone interface in the non-heat transfer system at (a) 0, (b) 60, (c) 120, and (d) 180 ls.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the position and shape of the interface at 180 ls in the (a)
non-heat transfer system and (b) heat transfer system.

FIG. 5. Evolution of spike and bubble locations in the heat transfer and non-heat
transfer systems.
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transfer systems must be explored to elucidate the reason for the veloc-
ity variation near the mix zone in both systems. At three typical
moments (0, 25, and 75 ls), we took the average of each physical
quantity in the lateral direction and made it dimensionless. The distri-
bution in the flow direction is shown in Fig. 7. The dimensionless
method is based on the corresponding physical quantities of air after
the wave, for whichMa is 2. b1 is the volume fraction of air in the gas
phase, P�

f is the dimensionless gas-phase pressure, u�x is the dimension-
less gas-phase flow velocity, and T�

f is the dimensionless average tem-
perature of the gas phase.

At 0 ls, each physical quantity is a given value, and corre-
sponding value jumps occur at the particle and SF6 interfaces, as
depicted in Fig. 7(a). At 25 ls, the shock wave passes through the
interface and two reflected shock waves appear at the particle and
SF6 interface, whereas the right-going shock wave continues to
move, as shown in Fig. 7(b). At 75 ls, the two reflected shock
waves leave the particle area, and the right-going shock wave con-
tinues to move until it leaves the particle area, as illustrated in Fig.
7(c). The b1 curve can be used as a representation of the position
of the mix zone, which gradually moves to the right with time. The
changes in pressure, flow velocity, and temperature are controlled
by the above three shock waves, and the changes are the most
severe near the right-going shock wave.

The physical quantities are compared between the heat transfer
and non-heat transfer systems at 25 ls in Fig. 8. The distributions of
the gas pressure and temperature are shown in Fig. 8(a). The inter-
phase heat transfer most directly affects the gas-phase temperature in
the particle-containing region and then affects the gas pressure. The
temperature and pressure of the heat transfer system are lower than
those of the non-heat transfer system in the particle-containing region
passing by the right-hand shock wave.

The distributions of b1 and the gas phase velocity in the heat
transfer and non-heat transfer systems are presented in Fig. 8(b).

FIG. 6. Evolution of mix zone width in the heat transfer and non-heat transfer
systems.

FIG. 7. Distribution diagram of dimensionless physical quantities in the non-heat
transfer system at (a) 0, (b) 25, and (c) 75 ls. The dimensionless method is based
on the corresponding physical quantities of air after the wave, where Ma is 2.
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The new pressure distribution of the heat transfer system causes the
fluid velocity after the shock wave to exhibit a new distribution. In the
heat transfer system, when the fluid enters the particle-containing
region, the fluid velocity is relatively high because of the relatively large
pressure gradient near the boundary of the particle-containing region.
However, near the right-going shock wave, because the shock wave
intensity of the heat transfer system is relatively low, the acceleration
of the fluid is relatively small when the shock wave passes through.
Therefore, the fluid velocity is relatively low after the right-going shock
wave. Under these conditions, the position of the mix zone is closer to

the right-going shock wave, and the fluid deceleration caused by the
reduction in the right-going shock wave intensity and the influence of
the nearby pressure gradient are dominant. The process of heat trans-
fer affecting the fluid velocity is analyzed and summarized in Fig. 9.

Because of the unique gradient distribution of the fluid velocity
in the heat transfer system, the velocity of the spike boundary in the
mix zone is faster than that of the bubble boundary; therefore, the
growth rate of the mix zone width (the difference between the veloci-
ties at the start and end positions) of the heat transfer system is slower
than that of the non-heat transfer system.

The physical quantities in the heat transfer and non-heat transfer
systems at 75 ls are compared in Fig. 10. The distributions of the gas
pressure and temperature are shown in Fig. 10(a), and those of b1 and
the gas-phase velocity are provided in Fig. 10(b). The difference in the
analysis results for 75 ls is more obvious than those in the results for
25 ls, especially in the distributions of fluid temperature, pressure,
and flow velocity; however, the qualitative rules are consistent with
those at 25 ls and thus are not repeated here.

Therefore, the heat transfer effect can make the mix zone move
and grow more slowly. During this process, the decrease in the inten-
sity of the right-going shock caused by interphase heat transfer is the
main reason for the decrease in velocity.

D. Comparison of vorticity generation

The RMI develops as a result of vorticity deposition along the
interface by the production of baroclinic torque. This process can be
described using the compressible vorticity transport equation, which is
commonly used in research on RMI problems.43–46 Under the
Lagrangian framework, the fluid vorticity equation is derived by taking
the curl for the fluid momentum conservation equation,30

FIG. 9. Fluid velocity variation near particle-containing region and right-going shock
wave in the heat transfer and non-heat transfer systems at 25 ls: (a) gas phase
pressure and (b) gas phase velocity. Region A is near the boundary of the particle-
containing region, and region B is near the right-going shock.

FIG. 8. Comparison diagram of physical quantity distributions in the heat transfer
and non-heat transfer systems at 25 ls: (a) gas phase pressure and temperature
and (b) b1 and gas phase velocity.
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Dx
Dt

¼ x 	 $ð Þuf � x $ 	 ufð Þ þ 1
q2f

$qf � $Pf

" #
baroclinic term

� $� f
af qf

 !" #
multiphase term

;

(25)

where x is the fluid vorticity. f ¼ ap
Vp
j uf � vpð Þ is the momentum

coupling term due to the drag force, where the identical particle
assumption is also used here. The left-hand side of the equation is the
material derivative of vorticity; the first two terms on the right-hand

side represent the transport of vorticity through vortex stretching and
dilatation, the third term represents the vorticity generated by the bar-
otropic moment due to the misalignment between the density gradient
and the pressure gradient, and the fourth term is the additional vortic-
ity generated in the multiphase flow, which is caused by the interphase
momentum coupling term. It can be clearly seen from the multiphase
term that as the particle volume fraction increases, the influence of the
multiphase term on the vorticity increases gradually.

To explore the process of fluid vorticity generation and change,
the fluid vorticity cloud maps of the heat transfer and non-heat trans-
fer systems at typical moments (60, 120, and 180 ls) are shown in Fig.
11. With increasing time, the fluid vortices near the mix zone are grad-
ually curled and deposited. The main difference in the vorticity distri-
butions of the heat transfer and non-heat transfer systems remains in
the x-direction position. In addition, the vorticity of the heat transfer
system is lower than that of the non-heat transfer system due to the
reduction in fluid velocity caused by the heat transfer effect. During
the whole process, the baroclinic term is always greater than the multi-
phase term. Taking the cloud map at 180 ls as an example, the magni-
tude of the baroclinic term is 1� 109, whereas the magnitude of the
multiphase term is 1� 108 near the mix zone, as shown in Fig. 12. In
other words, the generation of fluid vorticity is still dominated by the
baroclinic moment, and the multiphase term only produces a small
amount of promotion/inhibition. Both the baroclinic term and the
multiphase term are slightly smaller in the heat transfer system than
those in the non-heat transfer system, due to the decrease in fluid pres-
sure and the slight increase in fluid density.

Therefore, the heat transfer effect will slow down the vortex gen-
eration, and the baroclinic moment remains the main driver of vortex
deposition.

V. MECHANISM OF EFFECT OF HEAT TRANSFER
ON MIX ZONE VELOCITY

Knowing the distribution of each physical quantity in the entire
process enables the exploration of the mechanisms of their effects on
the velocity. Based on the numerical results, this section provides the
reasons for the velocity variations caused by heat transfer based on the
budget method and an analysis of the mechanism of the heat transfer
effects according to the momentum and energy equations.

A. Comparison of mix zone velocity

To analyze the variations in the mix zone further, the velocity of
the mix zone interface must be obtained. The mix zone interface is a
theoretical concept that does not have a physical mass. Numerically, the
position at which the volume fraction of air in the gas is 0.5 (b1 ¼ 50%)
is considered to correspond to the mix zone interface. We take microele-
ments at the spike and bubble boundaries to represent the start and end
positions of the interface in the flow direction, respectively, and take the
velocities of the microelements at the spike and bubble as those of the
interface start and end positions, respectively.

The fluid velocities at the spike and bubble boundaries are
depicted in Fig. 13. During the entire process, the velocities at the start
and end positions generally exhibit downward trends. Compared with
the non-heat transfer system, the velocities of the start and end posi-
tions of the mix zone in the heat transfer system are lower, and the
gap gradually increases with time.

FIG. 10. Comparison of physical quantity distributions in the heat transfer and non-
heat transfer systems at 75 ls: (a) gas phase pressure and temperature and (b) b1
and gas phase velocity.
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The difference between the fluid velocities at the spike and bubble
boundaries is the growth rate of the mix zone width, as shown in Fig.
14. During the entire process, the growth rate of the mix zone width
first increases and then decreases slowly. In the heat transfer system,
because the initial velocity reduction at the spike and bubble is due to
the reduction in the shock wave intensity, the velocity reduction is
similar, so the growth rate of the mix zone width remains unchanged.
However, in the subsequent process, the velocity of the bubble bound-
ary decreases faster than that of the spike boundary; thus, the growth
rate of the mix zone width also decreases.

Therefore, the heat transfer effect causes a decrease in the veloci-
ties of the mix zone spikes and bubbles. In addition, the velocity at the
bubbles decreases faster than that at the spikes, so the mix zone width
growth rate is reduced.

B. Budget analysis of heat transfer effects on mix zone
velocity

Still using the assumption of identical particles, the momentum
equation of the gas phase in the x-direction in the Lagrangian frame-
work can be expressed as

FIG. 12. Cloud maps of baroclinic and multiphase terms at 180 ls in the non-heat transfer system.

FIG. 13. Fluid velocities of spikes and bubbles in the heat transfer and non-heat
transfer systems.

FIG. 11. Comparison of vorticity evolution between (a) 60, (b) 120, and (c) 180 ls in the heat transfer system and (d) 60, (e) 120, and (f) 180 ls in the non-heat transfer system.
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af qf
Dufx
Dt

¼ �af
@Pf
@x

� ap
Vp

j ufx � vpxð Þ: (26)

The left-hand side of the momentum function in Eq. (26) is the
time derivative term of the flow direction velocity of the fluid microel-
ement, and the right-hand side of the equation consists of the pressure
gradient and drag force terms. To extract the various factors that affect
the velocity accurately and to judge the relative sizes of their effects to
determine the main mechanism of heat transfer, an analysis method
called “budget analysis” must be employed. Budget analysis is often
used in turbulence research. It extracts the items in the equation inde-
pendently and displays the relative size and change in different items
by drawing their time-varying images. We took cell-sized control vol-
umes at the spike and bubble as typical fluid microelements at the
spike and bubble boundaries, respectively, in the budget analysis in
this study.

Figure 15 depicts the pressure gradient and drag force terms in
the momentum equation of the two fluid microelements at the start
and end positions, which are expressed as �af

@Pf
@x and

� ap
Vp
j ufx � vpxð Þ, respectively. The pressure gradient term is much

larger than the drag force term. Compared to the non-heat transfer
system, the heat transfer system has different degrees of reduction and
hysteresis in the pressure gradient term.

To see their effects more clearly, we integrated these two terms
over time to explore their cumulative effects on fluid momentum, as
shown in Fig. 16. Here, the integral of the drag term is always negative,
and it decreases linearly with time. Meanwhile, the influence of the
pressure gradient term on the fluid velocity is dominant, and its con-
tribution to the momentum equation accounts for approximately
95%; therefore, the integrated curve is similar to the fluid velocity
curve. Initially, the heat transfer system reduces the shock wave inten-
sity and the pressure difference between before and after the shock
wave owing to the cooling effect of the particles. Therefore, the velocity
after the shock wave is lower in the heat transfer system than in the
non-heat transfer system. Subsequently, the integral of the pressure
gradient term of the heat transfer system is still significantly lower
than that of the non-heat transfer system. As time progresses, the gap
between the two gradually widens, which further illustrates that the
influence of heat transfer decreases the pressure gradient term
throughout the process and the deceleration effect becomes more
significant.

Therefore, throughout the process, the pressure gradient has a
much greater effect on the velocity than the drag force, and the heat
transfer effect reduces the pressure gradient, causing the main deceler-
ation effect on the fluid. The mechanism of the effect of the interphase
heat transfer on the growth rate of the mix zone width is summarized
in Fig. 17. Heat transfer affects the pressure gradient by reducing the
temperature and pressure in the particle-containing region. Compared
with the fluid downstream, the fluid upstream is affected by heat trans-
fer for a longer time, and the temperature and pressure are lower, so
the pressure gradient is larger, which determines the change in velocity
and causes a more significant deceleration effect on the fluid. Near the
mix zone, the velocities at the spike and bubble decrease. Because the

FIG. 15. Budget analysis results obtained using the momentum equations at the (a) spike and (b) bubble in the heat transfer and non-heat transfer systems.

FIG. 14. Mix zone width growth rates in the heat transfer and non-heat transfer systems.
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velocity of the bubble decreases faster than that of the spike, the growth
rate of the mix zone decreases and the mix zone width decreases. Heat
transfer is a form of energy dissipation. Microscopically, it is still the
transmission of molecular kinetic energy, which is similar to viscosity.47

In RMI problems, they both inhibit the growth of instability. However,
they differ in the following aspects. First, viscosity can directly affect the
fluid velocity by acting on the momentum equation, whereas heat trans-
fer can only act on the energy equation. Second, interphase heat transfer
can only occur in areas containing particles, whereas viscosity is present
everywhere in fluids. Finally, if the particle temperature is higher than
the fluid temperature, new results may be obtained.

VI. DISCUSSION AND VERIFICATION OF sT BY
NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Through theoretical analysis, the dimensionless heat transfer
relaxation time was used to characterize the heat transfer effect. This
section demonstrates its accuracy and effectiveness using a numerical
simulation. The expression for this dimensionless number includes the
volume fraction, calculation conditions, particle properties, and fluid
properties. These quantities are interrelated and cannot be simply split.

Here, we only explore the effects of the particle volume fraction and
temperature self-similarity. Verification was performed by considering
several cases with different particle volume fractions and the same
dimensionless number.

A. Comparison of different particle volume fractions

The above analysis demonstrates that the heat transfer reduces the
movement velocity and growth rate of the mix zone. Combined with the
dimensionless heat transfer relaxation time, we know that as the particle
volume fraction increases, the influence of heat transfer on the mix zone
increases, and the mix zone width decreases. To verify this hypothesis, we
simulated the multiphase RMI with different particle volume fractions.

Keeping the rest of the conditions unchanged, the four cases with
particle fractions of 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 were simulated in the heat
transfer and non-heat transfer systems, and the growth rate changes of
their mix zone widths were obtained, as shown in Fig. 18. The evolu-
tion of the mix zone width in the heat transfer systems with different
particle volume fractions is presented in Fig. 19.

It can be seen that the above conclusions and influence mecha-
nisms are also applicable to different particle volume fractions. First,

FIG. 17. Mechanism of the effects of heat
transfer on the growth rate of the mix
zone width.

FIG. 16. Budget analysis of the integral form of the momentum equation at the (a) spike and (b) bubble in the heat transfer and non-heat transfer systems.
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owing to the large St, in the non-heat transfer system with different
particle volume fractions, the drag effect of particles on the fluid is not
obvious, and the variation curve of the mix zone width is relatively
similar. Compared with the non-heat transfer system, as the particle
volume fraction gradually increases, the mix zone width in the heat
transfer system gradually decreases and its growth rate becomes
slower. For ap ¼ 0.01, the heat transfer between phases is slow; there-
fore, the heat transfer effect has little influence on the mix zone width.
For ap¼ 0.2, the heat balance can be reached in a short time; therefore,
the heat transfer effect has a relatively large influence on the mix zone
width, and its growth rate also decreases significantly. However, con-
tinuing to increase the particle volume fraction does not cause the
growth rate to decrease rapidly, and the influence on the mix zone
width is close to saturation.

B. Temperature self-similarity in multiphase RMI

Similar to the Reynolds number, for two cases with the same
dimensionless heat transfer relaxation time, we expect temperature
self-similarity to be observed. For dimensionless time scales, the

temperature variation trend and mix zone width should have a certain
similarity.

In this study, the relaxation time of fluid heat transfer was
approximately 0.6ms, the characteristic time of shock propagation
was approximately 0.3ms, and the dimensionless heat transfer relaxa-
tion time was 2, which means that in the process of shock wave propa-
gation, causing a large change in the fluid temperature is sufficient to
affect the fluid velocity, and thereby to affect the mix zone and width
growth rate. We extracted the images of the fluid temperature and par-
ticle temperature changes with time at the spike, as shown in Fig. 20.
In the non-heat transfer system, the fluid temperature changes after
the shock wave and finally remains stable; in the heat transfer system,
the fluid temperature continues to decrease and finally approaches the
particle temperature within the observation time. Owing to the large
specific heat capacity of the particles, the temperature of the particles
is almost maintained at the initial temperature in both the heat trans-
fer and non-heat transfer systems.

To verify the dimensionless heat transfer times obtained further,
we set up two cases and made them satisfy the conditions of a large St
and heat transfer dominance in the energy equation. The condition

FIG. 18. Evolution of mix zone width in the heat transfer and non-heat transfer systems for particle volume fractions of (a) ap ¼ 0.01, (b) ap¼ 0.05, (c) ap¼ 0.1, and (d) ap¼ 0.2.
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settings of case 1 are the same as above, and the new calculation exam-
ple in case 2 adopts a smaller particle volume fraction and larger gas-
phase thermal conductivity, to make the dimensionless numbers of
the two sets of calculation examples as equal as possible. The relevant
parameters for the two cases are listed in Table II. The temperature
change and mix zone width curves of the two are shown in Figs. 21
and 22, respectively.

In the two cases with the same dimensionless number, the chang-
ing trends of the temperature and mix zone width are the same, and
the values of these quantities are approximately equal. This finding
indicates that the heat transfer has almost the same influence in the

two cases, which also verifies the correctness and validity of the dimen-
sionless heat transfer relaxation time.

VII. CONCLUSION

The objectives of this study were to investigate the influence of
dense particle heat transfer on the fluid mix zone in a multiphase RMI
problem and to derive the mechanism of the heat transfer effect.
Theoretical analysis and numerical simulations using the CMP-PIC
method were performed to improve the particle and gas phase equa-
tions, including the heat transfer effects.

The dimensionless number describing the heat transfer relaxation
time was obtained by deriving the energy equation, which can charac-
terize the effects of multiphase RMI heat transfer. When sT � 1, the
heat transfer can be ignored; when sT � 1, the heat transfer effect needs
to be considered in detail; and when sT� 1, the heat balance is com-
pleted soon after contacting the particles, and the calculation is based
on the physical quantities after the heat balance. For dense gas-particle
flows or even granular flows, interphase heat transfer effects have very
significant effects on the development of instabilities. The previous idea
that the heat transfer effect is negligible is no longer applicable.

Based on the calculation results, we summarized the mechanism
by which the interphase heat transfer affects the growth rate of the
mix zone width. Heat transfer reduces the temperature and pressure
in the particle-containing region, which affects the pressure gradient.
Throughout the process, the pressure gradient has a much greater
effect on the velocity than the drag, causing a major deceleration effect

TABLE II. Parameters for two cases.

ap HðmW=KÞ tTðmsÞ tc msð Þ sT

Case 1 10% 0.579 0.613 0.295 2.07
Case 2 2.3% 0.275 0.608 0.295 2.06

FIG. 21. Fluid and particle temperatures at the spike for two cases with the same
dimensionless heat transfer relaxation time.

FIG. 19. Evolution of mix zone width in the heat transfer system for different parti-
cle volume fractions.

FIG. 20. Fluid and particle temperatures at the spike in the heat transfer and non-
heat transfer systems.
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on the fluid. Near the mix zone, the weakening of the right-going
shock wave intensity is the main reason for the velocity reduction,
which causes the mix zone in a heat transfer system to move more
slowly than that in a non-heat transfer system. In addition, the speed
of the bubble decreases faster than that of the spike, so the growth rate
of the mix zone decreases and the mix zone width becomes smaller.

The above conclusions and influencing mechanisms are applicable
to cases with different initial conditions. Compared with a non-heat
transfer system, with a gradual increase in the particle volume fraction,
the mix zone width in a heat transfer system gradually decreases, and its
growth rate becomes slower. In the two cases, when the dimensionless
numbers are the same, the variation trends of the temperature and mix
zone width are basically the same. This characteristic shows the self-
similarity of temperature and verifies the correctness and validity of the
dimensionless heat transfer relaxation time.

The heat transfer effect has a great influence on the dense gas–par-
ticle flow, and the improved CMP-PIC method of the heat transfer
model can provide a more accurate simulation for the engineering or
natural phenomena of the dense particle multiphase flow. The related
dimensionless number of heat transfer relaxation time can be used to
predict the heat transfer effect of dense particles and provide guidance
for experiments. In the future, we hope to continue to improve the gas–
particle flow model with heat transfer and to simulate the heat transfer
effect in multiphase RMI more precisely under different particle sizes
and particle volume fractions. In addition, mass transfer and breakup
models need to be incorporated to restore the evolution process of mul-
tiphase RMI accurately under actual conditions.
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APPENDIX A: HEAT TRANSFER MODEL VALIDATION

To verify the correctness of the newly added heat transfer
module, we simulated the gas–particle flow of single-particle one-
way coupling heat transfer and compared the obtained particle tem-
perature variations with the analytical results. For single-particle
one-way coupling heat transfer, the governing equation of the parti-
cle temperature is

MpCpar
DTp

Dt
¼ Nupdpkf Tf � Tpð Þ: (A1)

FIG. 23. Comparison of numerical and theoretical results for particle temperature.

FIG. 22. Evolution of mix zone width for two cases with the same dimensionless
heat transfer relaxation time.
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Integrating Eq. (A1) and considering that when t¼ 0,
Tp ¼ Tp0, where Tp0 is the initial temperature of the particle, yields

Tp ¼ Tf � Tf � Tp0ð Þe�
Nupdpkf
MpCpar

t
: (A2)

In the verification example, the initial temperature of the par-
ticles was 298K, and the incoming airflow was in the state after the
shock wave of Ma¼ 2. Only the change in the particle temperature
was considered, and the other conditions were set in the same man-
ner as in Sec. IVA. The numerical and analytical results for the par-
ticle temperature are compared in Fig. 23. The numerical results
agree well with the theoretical results, which verifies the correctness
of the newly added heat transfer model.

When the thermal conductivity is zero, the model degenerates
to the original CMP-PIC model and should be consistent with the
theoretical solution. We compared the numerical results of the RMI
simulations with the theoretical solution for the growth rate.21 The
cited study presents an RMI mix zone width linear segment model,
as shown in Eqs. (A3) and (A4), which is suitable for low Ma and
large St. Here, h is the width of the mix zone, k is the wave number
of the disturbance interface, Uinf 0 is the interface velocity after
the shock, aþ0 is the disturbance amplitude after the shock, and t0 is
the time after the shock wave passes through the interface. Aþ

ls is the
Atwood number after a shock at a large St, which is expressed in
Eq. (A5), where qþf 1 and qþf 2 are the densities of gases 1 and 2 after
the shock, respectively. Parameter s corresponds to the drag term
and has units of frequency, as expressed in Eq. (A6),

dh
dt

¼ 2kAþ
ls Uinf 0a

þ
0 e

�st0 ; (A3)

h ¼ 2
kAþ

ls Uinf 0aþ0
�s

e�st0 � 1ð Þ þ h0; (A4)

Aþ
ls ¼

qþf 2 � qþf 1
qþf 2 þ qþf 1

; (A5)

s ¼ apj

2af Vp

1
qf 1

þ 1
qf 2

 !
: (A6)

Because the RMI linear segment growth rate model is only
suitable for low Mach numbers to keep the fluid in an incompress-
ible state after the shock wave, Ma¼ 1.2 was used in the verification
example, and the rest of the condition settings were consistent with
the above. The numerical results obtained from the simulation cal-
culations and the analytical solutions given by the theoretical model
are compared in Fig. 24. The numerical results are consistent with
the theoretical results, verifying the correctness of the new CMP-
PIC program.

APPENDIX B: GRID INDEPENDENCE VERIFICATION

We used five different grid resolutions to check the grid con-
vergence, and the detailed data are listed in Table III. The other
conditions were set in the same manner as in Sec. IVA. Nx and Ny

are the resolutions in the x- and y-directions, respectively. Figure 25
shows a graph of the mix zone width as a function of time. The
position of the interface was determined by the position of the vol-
ume fraction of gas 1, b1 ¼ 0:5. The mix zone width was measured
from the peaks and valleys of the interface.

FIG. 24. Comparison of numerical and theoretical results for mix zone width.

TABLE III. Details of five grid resolutions.

Nx Ny Total grid number Total parcel number

Resolution A 200 25 5000 17 000
Resolution B 400 50 20 000 68 000
Resolution C 800 100 80 000 272 000
Resolution D 1600 200 320 000 1 088 000
Resolution E 2400 300 720 000 2 448 000

FIG. 25. Evolution of mix zone width for five resolutions.
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The results for resolution D agree well with those for resolu-
tion E, indicating that continued refinement did not significantly
affect the simulation. Therefore, resolution D was chosen for all
subsequent simulations. It should be noted that each cell was
assigned four parcels, which was demonstrated by Ukai et al. to
achieve package resolution convergence.2
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